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Outline

Part 1
• A bit about myself (before and after 2006 

accident)
• Awaken & new outlook on life

• Quality of Life Technology and Computational 
Sciences Programs at SNU

• Data Science and Numerical Analysis
• How programming has changed as an old 

school
• Stack, Heap, Pointers, Objects

• Computer is God's gift for people with 
disability (voice coding)

• JEDI and raising skilled program developers 
among people with disability

Part 2
• Earth Science is about data and observation 

(new era of global open ocean research)
• Geophysical Inverse Theory in the era of ML 

and DL 
• New perspectives but are limited in their 

application
• Neural Network is like a black box and we never 

have enough data
• Planet A as part of SNU's 10-10 Initiative

• Using global data hubs to address societally 
important issues

• SK E&S (producing startups in global 
environment and energy sectors)

• Data Science Hackathon and Advanced 
Instrumentation Competition
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Before and after the Accident



Having earned PhD from US, I was appalled by the use of the state-of-
the-art research vessel on survey of Mn nodules in the Pacific as 

opposed to exiting basic science (e.g. mid-ocean ridges and deepsea
discoveries).

Things have changed over 20 years but one that remains is 
understanding of the importance of science by public and government.

Science Policy & Policy for Science



Rifts. Rifted Margins. 
Spreading Ridges. 
Planning Committee

Prof. Sang-Mook Lee
Seoul National University

InterRidge Chair, Geology/Geophysics (2020 -)
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InterRidge Update

www.interridge.org



After 12 years abroad and 7 years at Korea Ocean Research and
Development Institute running global ocean open operations, I returned
to my alma mater (Seoul National University) in late 2003.

But teaching active geology in Korea was not easy.
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During geological field trip in California, 2006
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SCI “Neck fusion” 



What would I have missed by dying early?

I don’t want to believe. I want to know.
- Carl Sagan
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I cannot flip a page but with special assistive device I 
can read books and listen to audio books. You have all 
the knowledge you want there. It is in life amazing?



40 days across United States – Now or Never



Paris

Berlin



Chicxulub, Mexico

2013 Merida Mexico
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AT EDUCOM 2017 at 
Sharjah UAE

Developing assistive technology 
apps for people with disability 
sponsored by LG Electronics and 
Her Highness Jameela Al Qasimi



February 13-15, 2019
At the Limit of Our Knowledge, Staring into the Future
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Undergraduate Interdisciplinary Program in 
Computational Sciences

Interdisciplinary Program of Computational 
Science and Technology (Graduate)

Quality of Life Technology - US$35 million 
project funded by the Ministry of Knowledge 
Economy for people with disability



Undergraduate Curriculum
학년 1학기 교과목 및 학점 2학기 교과목 및 학점

2학년 • 계산과학의이해
(Understanding Computational Sciences)
• 계산과학의기초와역사
(History and Foundation of Computational 
Sciences)
• 계산과학이론및실습 1
(Theory and Practices of Computational 
Sciences 1)

• 계산과학이론및실습 2
(Theory and Practices of Computational 
Sciences 1)

3학년
• 데이터과학
(Data Sciences)

• 과학계산개론
(Introduction to Scientific Computing)

4학년 • 계산과학주제연구
(Special Topics On Computational Sciences)
• 계산과학종합설계
(Capstone Research on Computational Sciences)

6 Prerequisites and 2 Electives



Foundation and History of Computational Sciences

Leibniz
Boole
Frege
Cantor
Russell
Hilbert
Gödel
Turing
Shannon
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Numerical Analysis



Scientific Visualization





Complex phenomena



Stack and Heap

Pointer and Objects (custom defined data type)

I'm an old-school and had to reinvent myself.









Computers did not appear suddenly; there is a rich long history.



Enterprise Computing versus 
Scientific Computing

What about Inverse Theory? 

� In Science, there is not 
enough Data.

� Well it works on images 
but how about other form 
of data?
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If you understand Singular Value Decomposition(SVD), then you 
understand Invert Theory and all the linear algebra behind it.

First published in 1956

Over determined problems
Under determined problems
Ill pose problems



How does one update once information



The solid line will be the updated your information and 
everything has uncertainty.



“Computer Is God's Gift to People with Disability”

• The three difficulties: economic, social and family.

• By providing decent job, the three difficulties can be mitigated.
• But to do so, training and education is the most fundamental task.

• JEDI (justice, equality diversity and inclusion)
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Menial and basic tasks. Obviously very low wages



Data Labeling in the era of AI. But still very 
boring and not inspiring.
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Professional programmers don't use mouse. This was supposed to be more 
efficient for them but not so for people like me with difficult in hand mobility.



Repetitive Strain Injury (RSI) is common among professional developers, and 
since 2013 following the presentation of Tavis Rudd, several solutions have 
been made to overcome this problem.

https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=8SkdfdXWYaI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YRyYIIFKsdU
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddFI63dgpaI

Comparison between hand typed and voice coding
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Cloud computing and remote working 
have become a new norm as a result 
of coronavirus. People with a high 
level of disability find their home most 
comforting.

Here is an example of public data. Shown here are national 
database of UK as part of offshore petroleum survey. My goal 
is to set up an organization such that people with disability 
who has high-level of computer knowledge and skills would 
participate in this global issue of environment and energy.

At the moment, I am testing this idea with nine people with 
disability. 42



Thank You Very Much for Your 
Attention
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